
Criteria for assessment of practical skills 

«10» points - creative independent work at patient’s bed, precise and correct 
applying of practical skills and full clinical inspection of the patient. To possess skills of 
thinking clinically, interpreting obtained data and data of additional investigations, drawing 
out conclusions independently and logically, making the conclusion under the diagnosis of 
disease, participating creatively in group discussions. A high level of deontology compliance.  

 
«9» points - independent work at the patient’s bed, carrying out clinical inspection of 

the patient without mistakes, proper and precise performance of practical skills, skill to 
interpret  data and the additional methods of inspection received as a result of the total 
inspection. Making proper conclusions independently, participating in group discussions 
creatively. A high level of deontology compliance. 

 
«8» points - active independent work at the patient’s bed, carrying out clinical 

inspection of the patient without mistakes, proper and precise performance of practical skills, 
skill to interpret data obtained during inspection and data from additional methods of 
inspection, making conclusions independently, participating in group discussions. 
Compliance of deontology. 

 
«7» points - active independent work at the patient’s bed, carrying out clinical 

inspection of the patient with small discrepancies, performance of practical skills without 
mistakes. Skills to interpret obtained data during patient inspection and data of additional 
methods of inspection, making conclusions, participation in group discussions. Compliance 
of deontology. 

 
«6» points - active independent work at patient’s bed, carrying out clinical inspection 

of the patient without significant mistakes, performance of practical skills without 
discrepancies; skill to interpret data of additional methods of inspection and the received 
data, making conclusions, but with some mistakes; participation in group discussions. 
Compliance of deontology bases. 

 
«5» points - skill to inspect the patient independently with proper performance of 

practical skills, but with some defects, errors. Skills to interpret obtained data and data of 
additional investigative techniques, to participate in group discussions. Compliance of 
deontology. 

 
«4» points - (passed) – skill to carry out practical skills inspecting the patient under a 

constant management of the teacher, and doing it not precisely, but with errors, difficulties to 
interpret obtained data of additional investigative techniques. 

 
«3» points – being passive during practical studies, difficulties in performing 

practical skills during patient inspection. Significant difficulties in interpretation of  received 
data and additional investigative techniques. 

 
«2» points – being passive during practical studies, significant difficulty in 

performing practical skills during patient inspection. Absence of knowledge how to interpret 
obtained data and data of additional investigative techniques. 

 
«1» point - refusal to perform practical skills without good excuse or its absolutely 

wrong performance. 
 


